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	🌲🌲 Special Match Offer: In honor of Earth Day, any gift you make to Earthjustice in April will be matched $2:$1. Donate 💚
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Looking for more?

	Visit Career Opportunities to join our team at Earthjustice
	Visit Action Alerts for ways to get involved and take action
	Visit Our Team to meet Earthjustice's senior leadership and program staff




				

			

			

	





			
			
	
		
	







			
			
	
		

	







	





	

		

	




	
								
		

			
			
	
		

	







			
			
	
		
	


	







	



			
			
	
		
	    
                    
                                    
                        [image: Located in Alaska's panhandle, the Tongass is the country's largest national forest — and home to nearly one-third of all old-growth temperate rainforest remaining in the entire world. (Lee Prince / Shutterstock)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            From the Experts
                            
                            April 4, 2024
                        

                        The Forest Service Wants to Hear from the Public on Tongass National Forest Management

                        U.S. Forest Service officials are traveling throughout Southeast Alaska to hear from residents about how they want our nation’s largest forest managed in coming decades.
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                            page
                            
                            March 13, 2024
                        

                        Our Board of Trustees

                        Earthjustice’s work is supported and guided by our Board of Trustees.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            From the Experts
                            
                            January 25, 2024
                        

                        Wyoming Court Decision Helps Provide Access to Over 8 Million Acres of Public Land

                        Court rules that “corner-crossing” does not constitute trespass. 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Residents of La Oroya, Peru, hold a sign that reads "Doe Run, it is enough of environmental crimes" during a march through the streets of Lima demanding medical assistance and a halt to the pollution generated by mining in Peru. (Fotoholica Press / LightRocket via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Article
                            
                            March 28, 2024
                        

                        Historic Court Decision Puts Big Polluters on Notice in Latin America

                        An international court ruled in favor of the people of La Oroya, Peru, finding that the government violated their right to a healthy environment.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: North Antelope Rochelle Mine, Campbell County, Wyoming. (Ecoflight)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            February 21, 2024
                        

                        Ninth Circuit Decision Throws Out Coal Leasing Challenge

                        Northern Cheyenne Tribe and conservation groups urge Interior Department to act on coal
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                            Press Release
                            
                            January 12, 2024
                        

                        Groups File Amicus Brief to Defend Right to Access Public Land Via Corner Crossing

                        Tenth Circuit case could confirm public’s right to access millions of acres of public land



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 27, 2024
                        

                        Community Groups Reach Legal Settlement with KIUC, State on West Kaua‘i Hydro Project

                        Pō‘ai Wai Ola and Nā Kia‘i Kai raised concerns about the energy project’s impact on the Waimea River



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: A pair of grizzly bears in Yellowstone National Park. (Todaysfotos / Shutterstock) ]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            March 20, 2024
                        

                        Court Ruling Halts Wolf Trapping and Snaring in Idaho Grizzly Bear Habitat

                        Trapping and snaring will no longer be allowed during non-denning periods 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Natural gas well pads, pipelines, and other associated infrastructure in the Upper Green River Basin in Wyoming. Once home to pristine, clean air and very little industrial activity, emissions from oil and gas production in this area now lead to unhealthy levels of smog. (Ecoflight)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release: Victory
                            
                            March 25, 2024
                        

                        Court Rules 2022 Wyoming Oil and Gas Lease Sale Was Illegal

                        Wyoming sale was one of the largest oil and gas lease sales held on public lands  



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: The Development Driller III in the Gulf Of Mexico, off the coast of Louisiana. (Gerald Herbert / AP)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            March 13, 2024
                        

                        Gulf, Alaska, and Environmental Groups File Motion to Intervene in Oil Industry Lawsuit Against Interior Department’s Five-Year Offshore Leasing Plan

                        Groups aim to defend against industry efforts to maximize offshore drilling in public waters



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Bitcoin mining machines in a warehouse at the Whinstone US Bitcoin mining facility in Rockdale, Texas, the largest in North America. Operations like this one have been boosted by China’s intensified crypto crackdown that has pushed the industry west. (Mark Felix / AFP via Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            From the Experts
                            
                            March 12, 2024
                        

                        Cryptocurrency Miners Need to Report their Energy Use

                        The U.S. Energy Information Administration raises concerns about energy-intensive cryptocurrency mining operations, will seek comments on reporting requirements.
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                            feature
                            
                            February 28, 2024
                        

                        Right To Zero: Building a Zero-emissions Future

                        We’re creating a zero-emissions reality from coast to coast.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            In the News: San Francisco Chronicle
                            
                            March 25, 2024
                        

                        Mountainous national monument on California-Oregon border survives major legal challenge

                        Kristen Boyles, Managing Attorney, Northwest Office: “It’s been many years now of litigation, fighting to protect this remarkable place, and phew, we’re done. The monument and its expansion, it’s now the law of the land. People should go visit this summer. It’s a beautiful place.”



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Trucks and train cars carrying shipping containers line up at the Port of Oakland in California. (Justin Sullivan / Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            From the Experts
                            
                            February 22, 2024
                        

                        A Common-sense Guide to Port Management: More people-centered policies, less pandering

                        The California State Assembly Select Committee on Ports and Goods Movement misses the mark by convening hearings on the impact of freight while focusing almost exclusively on industry needs. 



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: After years of inaction by the federal government, the Environmental Protection Agency has proposed long-overdue limits on six PFAS in drinking water. (Getty Images)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            feature
                            
                            February 29, 2024
                        

                        Inside EPA’s Roadmap on Regulating PFAS Chemicals

                        Toxic “forever chemicals” remain laxly regulated.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Changemakers call for the EPA to hold utilities accountable for their coal ash pollution, on the day of an in-person public hearing held by the agency in Chicago on Jun. 28, 2023. (Jamie Kelter Davis for Earthjustice)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            feature
                            
                            December 22, 2023
                        

                        ‘Do Your Job, EPA’: Stories From the Frontlines of Coal Ash

                        By law, before government regulations are adopted or changed, agencies must ask the public — you — to weigh in.



                    

                

            

                    
                                    

                                 
                
                    
                        
                            In the News: Energy News Network
                            
                            March 12, 2024
                        

                        Parsing legal definitions, power industry pushes back on EPA coal ash enforcement

                        Gavin Kearney, Deputy Managing Attorney, Clean Energy Program: “The whole overarching point (of the federal rules) is that groundwater contamination is a big problem; it’s really unsafe, and we have to prevent it. You can’t let water in (to a coal ash impoundment); you can’t let water out; you can’t let water just sit inside…



                    

                

            

                    
                                    
                        [image: Earthjustice’s Right to Zero campaign and allies held an event in support of the Green Transit, Green Jobs bill at the New York State Capitol on Tuesday, January 30, 2024 . This critical bill will facilitate the transition to electric buses and promote good manufacturing jobs in New York State. (Patrick Dodson for Earthjustice)]
                    

                                
                
                    
                        
                            Press Release
                            
                            January 30, 2024
                        

                        Green Transit, Green Jobs, Proposed Bill Brings Clean Transportation and Good Green Manufacturing Jobs to New York

                        The win-win legislation jump-starts cleaner air with emissions-free buses and provides green sector jobs; Lawmakers, union leaders, and advocates urge Governor Hochul to Include in 2025 NY Final Budget



                    

                

            

            




	




	
		

	







	

		

	





	

	



		

	





	

	
	
								
		

			
			
	
		

	
		
						
							
			
						
			

	
								
		

			
			
	
		  

    Make Every Day Earth Day.


	





			
			
	
		
	In honor of Earth Day and the fight for the wild spaces we love, the air we breathe, the water we drink — any gift you make for the month of April will be matched $2:$1!
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				[image: Alyssa Anderson, a second-generation beekeeper, holds a baby bee in a California orchard.]
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		Manage Your Monthly Gift
	Manage Your Email Subscriptions
	Manage Your Postal Mail Subscriptions
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	View Your Donation History



	







			
			
	
		  

    The Law Makes Change


	




	
		
	Stay informed on how we hold accountable those who break our environmental laws.
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